JAKE RAKESTRAW PADI
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the i300c and IDC Staff Instructor Chris Hulettt for organizing the

to have a special drawing for those who made the trek to the

sist in your underwater journey. For deep diving, there are special concerns, and as an Open Water Diver, you are certified t

back? With the Navigation dive, you will learn how to prevent that situation, using compass as well as natural navigational a

learn practical skills which can increase your enjoyment of diving. Ever surface far away from the boat and have a long surfa

ditions such as currents or deep, blue water, environments. They know that PADI AOW certified divers have the skills and expe

The Advanced Open Water Diver Course (AOW) is the next step in learning advanced skills directly applicable to scuba diving.

- of hours….we want you diving!
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- What will I need?
- What will I do?
- Minimum age: 10 years old
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- PADI Scuba Diver and want to earn your PADI Open Water Diver
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- Why should you take the Advanced Open Water Course?
- The Mk11 First Stage Regulator is the per-
- wants the advantage of a diaphragm first
- OUR PRICE $725.00
- balanced diaphragm first stage design gives you better
- delivers effortless airflow.
- The balanced diaphragm first stage is a 2-stage system designed to
- offers balanced second stage delivery.
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